If It’s Broken, Fix It
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Waterborne emissions are harder to generalize about, but the evidence seems to
suggest that water quality has improved in
many areas. Volumes of municipal solid
waste continue to climb, total releases of
airborne toxins have stopped increasing,
and the total amount of hazardous waste
may be declining. The problem lies in
attributing these changes to the regulatory
system. Davies and Mazurek correctly
note, “It is neither conceptually nor factually correct to assume that, because
declines in many pollutants have followed
investment in pollution control programs, the decline is due to the programs”
(p. 95). There are several problems. Emissions are very much a function of changes
in the structure of the economy, the drop
in manufacturing and the rise of the service economy. Also, as the authors note,
much emission reduction behavior is voluntary. “Voluntary compliance has significantly reduced pollution below what
it would otherwise be” (p. 15). In the
much-vaunted federal transferable emission program to reduce sulfur dioxide
emissions from power plants, current
total emissions are below the total permit holdings. What is causing overcompliance? The authors conclude, “Overall,
it is impossible to document the extent to
which regulations have improved environmental quality” (p. 54).
Chapter 7 is a review of some of the
benefit-cost analyses that assess the
accomplishments of federal pollution
control regulation. epa recently concluded a set of congressionally mandated studies to estimate the historical benefits and costs of federal air pollution
regulations. Not surprisingly, these studies found that the benefits have far
exceeded the costs. The consensus
among economists is probably the following: Net benefits have been substantially positive for the Clean Air Act
and Safe Drinking Water Act, perhaps
slightly negative for the Clean Water Act
and the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act, and strongly negative for
the Superfund law. As for cost-effectiveness, there is widespread agreement that
the main approaches embedded in most
federal environmental statutes have been
substantially cost-ineffective.
Other chapters in this book
include—

6 “Targeting the Most Important
Problems” (epa is not allocating its budget in terms of real risk factors, but
apparently on a political basis);
8 “Social Values” (more public
involvement would be good in epa regulation making);
9 “Comparison with Other Countries” (the United States sets more stringent standards but relies too much on
end-of-the-pipe approaches and, of
course, on litigation in regulation and
enforcement);
10 “Ability to Meet Future Problems” (“… for the next fifteen to twenty years, the economic and population
growth of the United States will probably not lead us over the environmental cliff” [p. 262]).
CHANGES IN THE WIND

federal pollution control is still
largely infused with the spirit of the
1970s. According to that view, pollution
control is a technical and legal problem for which public authorities must
step in, identify the best technical pollution control options, then mandate
their use while pretending to overlook

cost considerations. But things are
changing.
First, the notion that pollution is
instead a behavioral and incentive problem is gaining much wider acceptance.
This change accounts for the wider
acceptance of the incentive-based
approaches to pollution control, especially transferable permit programs.
Second, there has been a growing
appreciation of the perverse incentives
that lurk in naive command-and-control
regulations. That is not to say that
everyone has seen the light. Many in
the environmental community still
believe that any pollution-control law is
better than no law.
Third, environmental politics are
becoming less polarized (despite events
seeming to the contrary—e.g., the
World Trade Organization meeting in
Seattle). There is more appreciation of
the idea that, for many problems, reasonable people can together devise reasonable solutions—at the local level and
often through voluntarism. The key is
getting people the information on
which they can act and make the appro■
priate tradeoffs.
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esources for the future
(rff ) is an independent
research organization whose
economics, natural resources,
and risk-management programs have drawn support from the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(epa). rff has nevertheless produced a
report that severely criticizes epa’s use
and management of science. But the
report could have gone much further
than it does. And it arrives at a rather
surprising recommendation—a non
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sequitur, in fact—which is to double
epa’s science budget.
The author, Mark R. Powell, is an
American Association for the Advancement of Science Risk Fellow with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture. He is a
former researcher with the Center for
Risk Management at Resources for the
Future. epa and rff funded the study.
According to the foreword, Powell’s study “describes the basic inner
workings of how scientific informaS. Fred Singer (singer@sepp.org) is president of
the Science and Environmental Policy Project, a
nonprofit policy institute in Fairfax, Virginia, and
professor emeritus of environmental sciences at
the University of Virginia. His many academic and
governmental positions have included service as
director of the U.S. Weather Satellite Service.

